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What happened?

- Strong non-convective downsloping winds 
began during the early morning hours on 
12/20/2010 across the  southern Texas Panhandle 
then slowly diminished during the late morning 
and early afternoon hours.

- KAMA had peak wind gusts of 43 kts (49 mph) at 
424 and 517 am CST.  These winds warranted the 
issuance of an Airport Weather Warning.



06z Obs/MSLP/Temp

- Lee surface low 
was centered over 
southeast Colorado 
with surface trough 
extending southeast 
as depicted in 
dashed line.

- Behind surface 
trough, warmer 
temps, better 
vertical mixing, and 
stronger winds were 
occurring.



09z Obs/MSLP/Temp

- KAMA reported a 
wind shift and 
significant increase 
in wind speed and 
temp.

- KBGD reported 
similar results 
though less increase 
in wind speed and 
temp.  Also, this site 
reported a 3 hour 
MSLP fall of 3.6 mb.



12z Obs/MSLP/Temp

- KAMA reported

strong winds with 
gusts to 43 kts (49 
mph) along with 
unseasonably warm 
temps for so early in 
the morning.

- Strong downsloping 
winds adiabatically 
warmed the air near 
the surface behind 
the trough.



12z RUC Obs and Theta E

- Highest winds 
and warmest 
temps occurred 
behind the 
surface trough 
in Theta E 
maximum axis 
from near KDHT 
to KAMA.



RUC 12z 0-1 km AGL Lapse Rates

- Best 0-1 km AGL Lapse 
Rates were over the 
southwest Texas 
Panhandle where best 
mixing and highest 
winds occurred.

- Snow cover and 
weaker lapse rates 
likely stabilized the air 
near the surface and 
caused weaker winds 
over the north Texas 
Panhandle and 
Oklahoma Panhandle.



12z SREF 0-1 km AGL Wind

- Strongest 0-1 
km AGL jet of 
30-35 kts was 
forecast over 
the south 
Texas 
Panhandle, 
where the 
strongest 
surface winds 
occurred.



KAMA VWP 0855-1030z

- Winds at 5000 ft MSL were around 260 degrees at 60 kts.  
At 4000 ft MSL, they were 30-40 kts around 250 degrees, 
which were able to mix down to surface near KAMA and 
much of the south Texas Panhandle on the Caprock.



KAMA VWP 1030-1206z

- Winds at 4000 ft MSL increased to 40-50 kts at 
250/260 degrees which were able to mix down 
to surface near KAMA.  Peak gusts of 43 kts at 
KAMA occurred at 1024z and 1117z.



KAMA Obs 06-19z

- Surface trough passage occurred 07-08z.

- Gusts 40 kts or more occurred 0950-12z.



Overview

- Strong non-convective downsloping winds began during the 
early morning hours on 12/20/2010 then continued through 
the afternoon hours, slowly diminishing throughout the day 
across the southern Texas Panhandle.

- A surface trough with unusually low SLP (996-1006 mb) 
moved through the area.

- The strongest winds were over the southern Texas Panhandle 
near KAMA where best low level lapse rates and core of 0-1km 
jet/850 mb were located.

-Weaker lapse rates and snow cover likely limited vertical 
mixing farther north.  As a result, surface winds were weaker.



Lessons Learned For Forecasting 
Future Nighttime Strong Wind Events

• Strong downsloping winds can reach 
advisory/AWW criteria and perhaps even high 
wind warning criteria at night in some rare 
situations.

• Look for:

1. 0-1 km AGL jet of 30 kts or greater 240-280 degrees

2. 850 mb winds 50 kts or greater 240-280 degrees

3. low SLPs (1010 mb or lower)


